
Rebel Instincts 

Here’s a thing about the easily distracted and fleetingly focused world of low-income 
eighth graders: To manage even a sporadic organization; to make even a limited academic 
headway; to feel even a most minimal sense of control?

You really had to get, and keep, their collective attention. 
However, as was increasingly the case in “innovative” years managed by a poverty-

detached, top-down, standardizing control, the goddamnit-stay-on-the-page inflexibility forced 
onto teachers by heavily pre-scripted programs (massive, modern-day programs loudly and 
lucratively promoted by fatter and fatter curriculum-writing “experts”) seldom did the job.*  So 
it was that – intentionally parting ways with the pre-scripted demand to compel my students’ 
interest in yet another long-dead White male author, somewhere around the month of February?

I selected to alternately present an article written on the subject of nutrition.  
And, abruptly; all of a sudden – those so easily sidetracked students?
Sat up. 
And began, actively, to listen.  
Energized by their interest, although the study of nutrition was not a part of our proposed 

miracle-working curriculum, giving in to a rebellious instinct (promise, now, don’t tell anyone) 
methodically I pushed my students toward our new subject.  Guardedly I brought in articles, 
books, magazines, poetry, movies and even song lyrics about food, nutrition, obesity, anorexia, 
diabetes and heart disease.  In a nation overwhelmingly obsessed with body image, my kids took 
to the study with an exceptional energy.

Food issues.  Health issues.  Body issues. 
Not only did they understand it; not only did it make sense?
They found it intriguing.
We went to the library; they read about it.  We went to computer labs; they looked for it 

on databases.  They Googled it; they watched TV shows and documentaries about it.  And 
always, eagerly and continually?  

They connected it to themselves, to peers, to family, to relatives and to friends.  By the 
end of that school year, led by the carrot of personal curiosity, those children not only knew a 
heck of a lot more about food – as, incidentally, did I – but had additionally managed, through a 
utilization of formats traditional to persuasive writing, to argue personally-held, thesis-driven, 
quote-supporting beliefs about it.

Okay, granted.  Much of the work was not, in point of fact, heart-stoppingly stellar.  But, 
had you been there?  Had you seen, even for a moment, the look of pure excitement in my 
strugglingly frustrated second-language-learner Belín’s eyes as, enthusiastically, she explained to 
me, that for the first time in her life she had written three paragraphs.  She did not literally mean 
that it was the first time she had written three paragraphs; she was simply trying to convey the 
wonder of having had her first experience at putting together an I-thought-of-it argument – an 
argument which she had not only exclusively imagined?  

But had then independently formulated into a logical three-paragraph arrangement replete 
with quotes taken from her own personally collected research.  

If you had been there to see her animated little face glowing, oh, you would have known, 
just like I did, that what was happening?  

What we had accomplished, together? 
That was teaching.  



Student empowerment – and not an inflexible, “standardized” loyalty to the tightly 
controlled expectations forced onto teachers and students by a detachedly pre-scripted 
curriculum – was the point.  

The only point.
Labeled insubordinate bad teacher or not.
Threatened, harassed, followed, chastised, stripped of voice, honor and respect. 
For Belín?  
I would do it again.
Oh, I hope I would do it again.

*If you take the time to look behind the recent influx of massively produced academic programs, you might be 
surprised to find out who, exactly, is benefiting financially from their manufacture and use – including one maybe-
I’ll-run-for-President hopeful happy to push our country’s loyalty not only toward the heavily pre-scribed 
curriculum now mandated by the Common Core, but to an even more lucratively attached computer testing.  (Oh 
my; imagine even for a moment having invested in anything which might then be forced onto the nation in a 
“common” measure.)


